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C
hristmas is almost 
upon us, and the hol-
iday season is in full 
swing. For me and 
for most, the festive 
period is all about 
family, friends and 
the comforts of home. 

Soon we can unapologetically pause, 
breathe and lounge around all day, 
curled up on the sofa. Accustomed as 
we are to (day)dream of better things, 
we will no doubt cast a critical eye and 
imagine all we could or would like to 
do with our homes. To you, I say: use 
this holiday season as an opportu-
nity to don your interior design hat, 
observe the spaces you visit and get 
inspired.

Over the coming days, while you are 
out at work lunches, dinners, meet-
ing friends at hotels, bars, cafés and 
restaurants, visiting homes of friends 
and family, take a moment and look 
around at the decor, ceilings and walls. 
Look at the art, the furniture, the light-
ing and flooring. Observe the attention 
to detail. Where is one piece in relation 
to another? 

Note what is working and what 
is not working for you. Look at the 
colours, how they contrast or com-
plement each other, how mirrors and 
planting are used and, most impor-
tantly, how do all these spaces make 
you feel. Feel the textures, note the 
shapes. What do you see in the mirror 
apart from yourself? By doing this, you 
have taken the first step to becoming 
your own interior designer.

While you might never have con-
sidered yourself an interior designer 
or any good at “that sort of thing”, I 
am here to tell you that you too can be 
the best interior designer for your own 
home. Your home should reflect your 
vision, creativity, lifestyle and person-
ality. And who better to do this than 
you? What you need for this are dedi-
cation and a little creative thinking . . .

Wisdom for the aspiring 
interior designer
1.  Observe and be inspired by places 

you visit
2.  Pay attention to detail
3.  Visit salvage yards, flea markets and 

vintage shops
4.  Mix the old and the new
5.  Personalise and tell your story

Attention to detail
We’ve all heard the idiom “the devil is 
in the detail”. It is most definitely true. 
Attention to detail is paramount. It is 
the magic that turns an A to an A+. 

Glance at any CV and you will no-
tice that most people list attention 
to detail as one of their strengths. In 
interior design, attention to detail can 
lift a project from the mundane to 
the sublime. This is where the magic 
should and will happen. Do not un-
derestimate the importance of detail in 
the production and styling of any given 
space. You have to be prepared to go 
the extra mile. Pay attention to detail: 
it is worth it.

Visit salvage yards, flea 
markets and vintage 
shops
Sometimes the best things are found in 
the most unexpected of places. With-
out doubt, it is the random delights 
that I have stumbled upon that have 
added the most charm, character and 
interest to some of the spaces I have 
created.

One of the key features of the 
Ranelagh residence I designed was a 
reclaimed iron spiral staircase which 
was sourced from a nearby salvage 
yard and powder-coated in a beautiful 
shade of blue. Try to look at unusual 
items with a fresh perspective, imag-
ine them out of context, and think 
about ways to customise them to en-
hance your own home.

Mix the old and the new
Like life, your home should show off 
your experiences, adventures, mem-
ories and all of the things that are dear 
to you. For me, this is best done by 
combining old and new things. Aes-
thetically, this adds a sense of depth 
and interest to your interior. In the 
wise words of celebrated 19th-cen-
tury designer William Morris: “The 
true secret of happiness lies in taking 
a genuine interest in all the details of 
everyday life.” 

Celebrate the treasures that have 
been handed down throughout your 
family by showcasing them in beau-
tiful and unexpected ways. Not only is 
this a cost-effective solution that saves 
replacing all your existing furniture, 
but it is a great way to create a space 
that reflects only your life and tells 
your unique story. 

Combining these pieces with con-
temporary elements from modern and 
current eras will ensure an eclectic ex-
pression of your own personality and 
experiences.

Personalise and  
tell your story
Your home is the one place that you 
genuinely can express yourself and 
how you choose to live. Spend some 
time thinking about what has made 
you happy over your lifetime and try 
to incorporate your stories, important 
people, places of significance into vi-

sual treats on your walls. Whether it 
be a photo, collected memorabilia, a 
piece of art from playschool to a map, 
a tile or a card given to you by a friend, 
get it enlarged, edited or stylised to 
create an art piece and position where 
you can appreciate it every day. You 
will now have an original piece of art 
on your wall that was not only created 
by you, but that very firmly puts your 
character on display.

The next evolution in 
interior design
There have always been a limited 
number of clients that kld can serve 
with its high-end interior design 
service. We learned that many more 
people are interested in investing in 
interior design advice to a less detailed 
degree, and there is now demand in 
the wider marketplace for limited 
edition and curated interior design 
products. 

In response to this, we have set up 
a new interior design service called 
CREATE by kld. It provides the cus-
tomer with the Kingston Lafferty De-
sign tools and expertise to implement 
their own beautiful designs and trans-
form their home. 

At the core of CREATE by kld is the 
belief that we are all inherently cre-
ative, we are all storytellers, and given 
the right guidance, we can tell our own 
stories and design our own homes 
with confidence.

Giving people some basic interior 
design acumen and encouraging their 
personality to shine through will en-
sure more originality, more variety 
and more personality in the homes 
we visit. Imagine CREATE by kld as a 
support or scaffolding: you need it to 
realise your vision, and upon comple-
tion you take it down and your dream 
project will stand alone, beautiful and 
unique in its own right. 

The service includes a tailored, one-
on-one consultation experience in the 
home with one of our expert design-
ers, moodboards, product selection, 
suppliers’ lists, samples and a project 
management journal with the option 
of additional detailed drawings. 

I have no doubt that, as a nation of 
creative people and storytellers, we are 
ready for this next evolution in interior 
design. Your home is your signature: 
make it stand out. 

CREATE by kld Christmas pop-up shop is 
now open at Brighton Cottages on Brighton 
Road in Foxrock, Dublin 18 and includes 
bespoke wooden Christmas decorations for 
sale with a percentage of the proceeds toing 
to the LauraLynn Children’s Hospice. 

Gift packages for CREATE by kld are also 
available from the pop-up shop and online. 
The e-commerce side of CREATE by kld will 
be launching in early 2019. See createbykld.
com for further details. For daily, achievable 
interior inspiration, follow the team on  
Instagram: @createbykld

Róisín Lafferty is managing director and 
head of creative direction at Kingston  
Lafferty Design in Dublin. For more details, 
visit kingstonlaffertydesign.com

Award-winning interior 
architect Róisín Lafferty 
gives us the confidence 
to be storytellers in our 
own homes

Given the right 
guidance, we 
can tell our own 
stories and design 
our own homes 
with confidence

How to be your own interior designer

Colour is the simplest and most impactful way to upgrade 
your home, and the kld brass mirror adds scale

A salvaged, powder-coated iron spiral staircase adds 
character to this modern space

Deep blue walls and timber panelling add depth and interest

Above and below: calming colours create a bright and 
luxurious living-room

Painting a white bannister in dark tones adds warmth  
and style

Fitted storage and shelving have created a tidy nook with both function and flair

Mirrors draw the eye and reflect light in otherwise dark 
spaces

A refurbished kitchen in London offers clean lines and clever storage


